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ACHILLE CHAIR
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud

A design chair whose undisputed aesthetic impact goes side by side with a considerable functionality, making it 

�t for many environments: from private residences to o�ces, from meeting rooms to community spaces. 

Stackable and practical, it o�ers plenty of customisation options: in fact there are di�erent coverings available, 

all of them fully removable. Achille Chair also stands out for Jean Marie Massaud’s stylistic research, based on 

essentiality and lightness, capable of ensuring a wrapping comfort.

 

WHY ACHILLE CHAIR:

- Practical and stackable

- A perfect mix of image and comfort

- Suitable for residential and contract spaces

FRAME
In metal tubing, foamed with polyurethane rubbers, upholstered with fabric.

 

COVER
The upholstery is fully removable and covers the whole armchair.

 

L56 D52 H75 cm
seat H47 cm

ACHILLE CHAIR
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ACHILLE ARMCHAIR
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud

Top comfort thanks to the padding, combined with a considerable visual impact. Attention to details, formal 

elegance, light and essential lines: all of these features combine naturally and harmoniously in Achille armchair, 

designed by Jean Marie Massaud, that is perfect for business and residential spaces. Subtraction, synthesis and 

lightweight: these armchairs also express at best the French designer’s stylistic research, focusing on a full and 

enveloping comfort idea. Achille armchair is so comfortable it seems to be modelling on the body, surrounding it 

with relax. These armchairs feature either a fabric or leather completely removable covering, o�ered in di�erent 

variants and shades.

WHY ACHILLE ARMCHAIR:

- It ensures comfort and lightweight

- It o�ers a wide selection of coverings

- It is functional and has a removable cover

- It adapts to residential and contract spaces

FRAME
In metal tubing, foamed with polyurethane rubbers, upholstered with fabric.

 

COVER
The upholstery is fully removable and covers the whole armchair.

 

L58 D56 H75 cm
seat H46 cm

ACHILLE ARMCHAIR




